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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Geotourism Is an Integrated form  of sustainable tourism aimed at maintaining and enhancing the 
geographical character of a destination by focusing upon m ultiple aspects of the travel experience 
(Stokes, Cook, & Drew, 2003). A fter an initial study on geotourIsm In Montana (Boley & Nickerson,
2009) confirmed the presence of geotravelers in the Crown of the Continent region, research interest 
now lies In learning more about the geotouristic tendencies of visitors at the statewide level.
The purpose of this study was to  determ ine what geotouristic attributes are the most and least 
im portant to  nonresident vacationers in Montana. Mean scores based upon the level of importance of 
each geotourIsm attribute were utilized to  evaluate Importance ratings. In addition, the extent to  which 
Montana vacationers are geotravelers was analyzed based upon a comparison of travel behavior results 
from  the Crown of the Continent geotourism study. Lastly, statewide respondents were segmented 
based upon the ir level of agreement w ith  the principles of geotourIsm.
Visitors to  gas stations, rest areas and airports throughout the state of Montana were intercepted 
during the months of July, August, and September o f 2009 and were asked to  fill out a survey regarding 
the ir overall travel behavior as well as what is Im portant to  them while traveling In Montana. Overall, 
284 vacation visitors participated In the study from  40 survey sites.
Survey participants consisted o f people from  40 U.S. states and nine foreign countries including 
participants from  seven Canadian provinces. The majority o f respondents (~60%) arrived In Montana via 
automobile or truck while 17 percent arrived via RV or trailer. In addition, the average length of stay In 
Montana fo r these visitors was 6.9 nights and the average travel group size was 2.7 people.
Results of the study show tha t the most im portant attributes of geotourism to  statewide respondents 
are clean waterways and clean air w ith  mean scores of 5.5 (on a 6 pt. scale), followed by w ild life  viewing 
opportunities, scenic vistas, and amount o f open space w ith  mean scores of 5.4. On the other end of 
the spectrum, the least Important geotouristic attributes fo r respondents, w ith  mean scores lower than 
3.0, were public transportation, shopping malls, and box stores.
The degree to  which statewide visitors behave In a geotouristic manner during the ir travels was also 
analyzed and compared to  results from  the Crown of the Continent geotourism study. Of the four 
geotourism dimensions, the aesthetic dimension o f travel behavior received the highest mean score 
(5.1) followed by the environmental dimension (4.5) and the cultural heritage dimension (4.4) of travel 
behavior. Travel behavior related to  the well being of local residents had the lowest mean score (3.8) of 
the four dimensions measured. The overall geotraveler score fo r statewide respondents was 4.4
These results are similar to  those of the sample taken from  the Crown o f the Continent study. However, 
the mean o f the Crown of the Continent respondents was higher in each o f the four dimensions of
-
geotourism. In addition, the overall geotraveler score in the Crown o f the Continent (4.8) was higher 
than tha t of statewide respondents (4.4).
As a result of this comparison, it can be seen tha t the travel behavior of statewide visitors is less 
geotouristic than visitors to  the Crown of the Continent region. Nonetheless, they can still be described 
as visitors who, as a whole, behave in a geotouristic manner during the ir travels.
Finally, the results of the segmentation of statewide respondents according to  the principles of 
geotourism yielded three distinct groups. The strong geotraveler consistently averaged the highest 
scores on both scales and also spent the most money per day ($141.79), followed by the moderate 
geotraveler ($134.10), and the non geotraveler ($109.15). This segmentation not only displayed 
similarities and differences between the groups, but it shows tha t strong geotravelers do indeed spend 
more money than the average nonresident vacationer in this sample.
-
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INTRODUCTION
This report provides an analysis of statewide vacationers In Montana w ith geotraveler tendencies. The 
purposes of the study were to  determ ine the relative Importance of particular aspects o f geotourIsm to 
nonresident vacationers In Montana and to  compare statewide vacationers w ith  visitors In a previous 
study to  the Crown of the Continent region of Montana. This report relies upon data collected during 
July, August, and September 2009 as well as data collected fo r the Crown o f the Continent study by 
Boley and Nickerson (2009) during the spring, summer, and fall of 2008. The report begins w ith a 
discussion of the concept of geotourIsm, followed by methodology, results and discussion.
BACKGROUND ON GEOTOURISM
GeotourIsm Is an emerging branch of tourism focused upon sustaining and enhancing the geographical 
character of a destination while providing an authentic travel experience (Stokes et al., 2003). The 
foundation of geotourIsm Is built upon the past work of sustainable tourism but seeks to  Integrate 
various types of travel experiences Into a single approach (Stokes et al., 2003). In 1997, Jonathan 
Tourtellot of National Geographic defined geotourIsm as tourism tha t encompasses all aspects of travel 
and sustains or enhances the geographical character of a place Including the environment, heritage, 
aesthetics, culture, and well being of the resident (Stokes et al., 2003, p. 1). Employing this type of 
holistic technique to  tourism has multiple advantages. First, geotourIsm has the ability to  provide 
visitors w ith  a desirable authentic  experience by focusing upon the unique qualities associated w ith  a 
particular destination. Second, by highlighting these qualities to  both the visitors and the destination s 
tourism Industry, the distinct Identity o f the area can be sustained or even enhanced, providing tha t 
authentic travel experience over an extended period o f time. Ideally, the destination Is not forced to 
adapt to  the demands of tourism, which keeps the unique character of place Intact (Boley B. B., 2009).
Boley (2009) created a GeotourIsm Survey Instrument (GSI) to  study the presence of geotravelers In the 
Crown of the Continent region of Montana and Canada. He was able to  conclude tha t visitors to  the 
Crown of the Continent region hold attitudes and behaviors consistent w ith the principles of 
geotourIsm, Indicating the presence o f geotravelers In the region. In fact, using a sIx poInt scale. In 
which six represented perfect agreement w ith  the values o f geotourIsm, the average score o f all Crown 
o f the Continent respondents was 4.8. When looking at the mean attltudlnal and behavioral scores of all 
four measured dimensions of geotourIsm (culture-herltage, environment, aesthetics, well-being of local 
people), the mean scores ranged from  5.4 to  4.2, Indicating a high agreement w ith  the overall values of 
geotourIsm.
As a result of the conclusions reached through research In the Crown of the Continent, this study was 
undertaken to  Identify the Importance of geotourIsm attributes to  nonresident vacationers In Montana.
" "
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METHODOLOGY
Three principle research questions were asked:
"W hat are the most im portant and least im portant geotouristic attributes to nonresident vacation 
visitors in M ontana?"
"Are statewide vacationers in Montana geotravelers?"
"Can statewide vacationers in Montana be segmented based upon their level o f agreement w ith the 
principles o f geotourism?"
In order to  address these questions, a foundation fo r the study was created based upon the definition of 
geotourism. The attributes identified in the importance portion o f the study represent geotouristic 
concepts found in past geotourism research by Stokes, Cook, and Drew (2003) and Boley (2009). In 
addition, the behavioral section of Boley s (2009) Geotourism Survey Instrument (GSI) is included 
verbatim in this research to  assess the degree to  which statewide visitors behave in a geotouristic 
manner. These results w ill be compared w ith  the data from  the behavioral section from  the Crown of 
the Continent to  determ ine if geotravelers are tru ly  statewide or concentrated in specific areas of the 
state. Lastly, the survey includes eight basic demographic questions.
Instrument Development
The survey questions related to  geotourism attribute importance were developed follow ing a 
collaborative th ink tank  style meeting w ith the staff of The Institute fo r Tourism and Recreation 
Research at The University o f Montana. All attendants have a firm  understanding of the principals of 
geotourism and have worked w ith  the concept to  varying degrees in an academic setting. Additionally, 
the survey questions were evaluated by some tourism industry members in Montana. Attributes related 
to  each of the five characteristics of geotourism from  Stokes et al. (2003), were discussed and placed 
into the respective category. As in the Crown of the Continent study, culture and heritage were treated 
as one dimension. Geotouristic attributes were taken from  the Stokes et al. (2003) study and the 
Montana Tourism Charter (2007), w ith  a focus on what geotourism type characteristics exist in Montana 
such as clean air and water. Unlike the Crown of the Continent survey instrument, this instrument 
simply listed all geotouristic attributes as one scale, not divided by category (see Appendix A fo r survey 
instrument). The importance section of the survey asks respondents to  assess how im portant certain 
geotourism attributes are to  them  while traveling in Montana. Responses were recorded on a six point 
Likert Scale ranging from  Not At All Important  to  Extremely Im portant  w ith  no neutral category. 
Overall, the importance scale comprised o f 40 items all related to  the four principles of geotourism 
(cultural-heritage, environment, aesthetics, and well-being of the local people).
Along w ith  the importance section, the behavioral section o f Boley s (2009) Geotourism Survey 
Instrument (GSI) was implemented in this study. This section has 20 items, w ith  5 items each related to
' 
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the four dimensions of geotourism (cultural-heritage, environment, aesthetics, well-being of local 
people). Respondents were asked how likely they are to  participate in certain geotouristic behaviors 
while traveling. In addition, the respondents were asked how likely they are to  participate in certain 
environm ental  activities in the ir daily lives such as recycling and conserving energy. The questions are 
asked using a six point Likert scale w ith three degrees of agreement or disagreement w ith  no neutral 
category. Boley s (2009) behavioral section was added to  this study because it appears to  have validity 
and reliability and was tested in Montana. In addition, using the behavioral portion of the Crown of the 
Continent study allows fo r a comparison between the tw o studies.
The study instrum ent was pretested in April o f 2009 w ith students at The University o f Montana. 
Respondents were encouraged to  provide comments and feedback regarding the structure o f the 
questionnaire or any other points of confusion. This pretest also served as a way to  test the reliability 
and validity o f the instrument before implementation. Both scales were run through a series of 
statistical tests and deemed reliable measures o f geotourism attribute importance and travel behavior.
Reliability tests were conducted on each geotouristic dimension of the behavioral section in order to 
assess the internal consistency of the scaled variables w ith in the context of this study (Table 1). The 
Aesthetics  category obtained the highest Cronbach s alpha score of .865, followed by Environment  
(.857), Cultural Heritage  (.796), and Well Being o f Locals  (.748). Although there is some variation in 
the reliability scores, each scale displayed high internal consistency and is above the threshold of .7 fo r 
the alpha score.
In addition, the reliability analysis run on the importance scale (Table 1) shows a Cronbach s alpha score 
of .962, indicating good internal consistency w ith in  the 40 item scale. Lastly, multiple questions w ith in 
the importance scale were reworded due to  respondent s comments. The question Resident s 
stewardship of Montana  was changed to  Montana s land ethic  in order to  clarify term inology, which 
is consistent w ith the usage of the term  in The Montana Tourism and Recreation Charter (Charter,
2007). The question Lack of light pollution  also caused some confusion among respondents possibly 
due to  the ambiguity o f the concept. This question was changed to  O pportunity to  view the night sky  
which is a distinctly personal angle to  understand the effects of light pollution from  an aesthetic 
perspective. A series of eight demographic questions were also added to  the survey instrument in order 
to  better understand the characteristics of visitors to  Montana in addition to  the psychographic 
inform ation obtained from  the scales.
The complete survey instrum ent is located in Appendix A.
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Table 1: Pretest Rellablllty Statistics
Overall Importance Score .962 40
Aesthetics .865 5
Environment .857 5
Cultural Heritage .796 5
Well Being of Local People .748 5
Sampling Frame and Subject Selection
individuals asked to  participate in the statewide geotourism study were nonresidents 18 years of age or 
older. Prospective respondents fo r this study were intercepted at gas stations, rest areas, and airports 
throughout Montana during July, August, and September of 2009. During the process, a series of travel 
questions were recorded on site, including demographic and tr ip  characteristic information such as 
place of residence, travel party size and purpose o f trip , as well as expenditure information regarding 
expenses incurred while traveling in Montana. A fter the on site questions had been answered, the 
respondent was given a postage paid mail back survey, which included the geotourism survey 
instrument derived fo r this study. A to ta l of 1,061 mail back surveys were distributed to  eligible 
respondents who completed the intercept questions. Of this total, 419 mail back surveys were received 
and recorded as data fo r this study, resulting in a 39 percent response rate. Of these 419 completed 
surveys, 284 respondents indicated tha t at least a portion of the ir trip  to  Montana was fo r vacation 
purposes. Therefore, the sample size fo r this report consisted of 284 nonresident vacation visitors 
(Table 2).
Table 2: Response rate and sample size
■ ■ mm
Eligible respondents who received a mail back survey 1061 1
Total number of mail back surveys returned 419
Response Rate 39%
Vacation Visitors to Montana 284
Intercept Sites
The 40 d ifferent intercept sites used fo r this study were all gas stations, rest areas or airports 
throughout the state of Montana. These survey sites were considered neutral sites meaning tha t a 
vacationer in Montana has a high likelihood o f stopping at one of the sites and therefore has an equal 
chance of being selected fo r the study. A list of statewide intercept sites by proportion o f surveys 
collected is attached in Appendix B.
-
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Intercept sites used fo r the Crown of the Continent study Included businesses (restaurants and 
accommodations), towns, festivals, cultural heritage sites, national parks, national w ild life  refuges, and 
other unique sites because these sites were Included on the National Geographic Crown of the 
Continent geotourIsm mapgulde.
RESULTS
Results fo r this study are presented below In tw o sections.
1) Demographics, geotraveler scores, and travel behavior comparisons.
2) Importance attributes fo r geotravelers, segmenting the geotraveler, and travel expenditures 
fo r geotravelers.
SECTION 1: Demographics and Geotraveler Scores
Demographic results In Tables 3 show tha t 40 out of the 50 states were represented by vacationers In 
the statewide geotourIsm survey. The resident distribution of visitors Is very similar to  all 3^  ̂quarter 
vacationers In 2009. As In the past, the percent of visitors from  California and Washington was the 
highest followed by Minnesota and Colorado. The province of Alberta represented the highest number 
o f respondents from  Canada, claiming five percent o f the tota l number of respondents. In terms of 
International overseas visitors, respondents from  various parts of Europe as well as New Zealand and 
Mexico participated In the study, tota ling three percent o f the to ta l respondents.
Both household Income and education level o f statewide vacationer respondents show a relatively 
affluent and educated constituency. Although 16 percent o f respondents reported a household Income 
of less than $50,000 per year, 35 percent of the group reported household Incomes over $100,000 and 
23 percent have Incomes between $75,000 and $100,000. In terms of education level, 27 percent of 
respondents had obtained a bachelors degree from  a college or university, while 17 percent had 
obtained a masters degree, and 11 percent hold a doctorate or professional degree. The average age of 
respondents was approximately 54 years old and the distribution o f respondents according to  gender 
was almost even (Table 3).
' ' 
Table 3: Respondent Demographic Information
Visitor Residence Household Income
US 16% < $50,000
11% CA 27% $50K $75K
10% WA 23% $75K $100K
7% MN 20% $100K $150K
5% CO 7% $150K $200K
4% ID,TX,UT,WI,FL,MI 8% > $200,000
3% IL,ND,NV,OR
2% OH Level of Education
1% ia ,in ,m a ,t n ,v a ,w y ,k y ,la ,m d ,
MO,NJ,NM,NY,OK
1%
13%
Some high school 
High school/GED
>1% DE,GA,KS,ME,MS,NC,NE,PA, 
RI,SC,AL
23%
8%
Some college 
Associates Degree
Canada 27% Bachelors Degree
5% Alberta 17% Masters Degree
1% British Columbia, Manitoba, 11% Ph.D. or Professional
>1% Newfoundland, Ontario, 
Quebec, Saskatchewan
Overseas Average Age: 53.9 years
1%,
>1% Belgium, Germany, Holland, Ireland, Italy, 
Mexico, New Zealand, Spain
52% Male respondents 
48% Female Respondents
Table 4 provides tr ip  characteristics, and although all respondents In this study Indicated tha t at least a 
portion of the ir tr ip  to  Montana was fo r vacation purposes, 76 percent o f respondents stated tha t 
vacation was the ir main purpose fo r visiting the state. Other respondents reported tha t visiting friends 
and fam ily (13%) or just passing through the state (8%) were the ir main purpose fo r traveling to 
Montana. It Is Important to  keep In mind tha t although these visitors Indicated a primary reason other 
than vacation fo r the ir trip , they still engaged In vacation activities while In Montana. Seventy three 
percent of all respondents were repeat travelers to  the state.
Travel groups In this data set are similar to  all statewide vacationer data. On this particular trip , 54 
percent of respondents traveled to  the state as a couple, while 25 percent traveled to  Montana w ith 
Immediate family. Solo travelers made up nine percent of the tota l respondents, which Is a greater 
percentage than respondents who stated tha t they traveled w ith  groups Including extended family, 
fam ily and friends, or just friends. The average travel group size was 2.7 people and the average 
respondent spent 6.9 nights In Montana during the ir trip.
In terms o f transportation, 60 percent o f respondents traveled to  Montana via automobile or truck, 17 
percent arrived via recreational vehicle (RV) or tra ile r and 12 percent entered via airplane. An additional 
10 percent entered Montana by motorcycle.
-
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Table 4: Respondent Trip Characteristics
Purooses of Trio Ava. travel arouo size
100% Vacation 2.7 people
25% Visit friends & family
18% Just passing through Ava. niahts in MT
10% Shopping 6.9 nights
4% Business
1% Other
Main Duroose of trio How did vou enter MT?
76% Vacation 60% Auto/Truck
13% Visit friends & family 17% RV/Trailer
8% Just passing through 12% Air
2% Business 10% Motorcycle
<1% Other 1% Other
<1% Shopping <1% Train
Travel Partv Have vou ever visited MT?
9% Self 73% Yes
54% Couple 27% No
25% Immediate family
5% Extended family
4% Family & friends
3% Friends
<1 % Organized group or club
<1% Business Associates
Geotraveler Scores
Means of the four dimensions of geotourism (aesthetics, cultural heritage, environment, and well being 
of local people) are presented in Table 5 along w ith  a to ta l geotraveler score. Statewide vacationers are 
compared w ith  data from  the Crown of the Continent study. To make a direct comparison between the 
tw o data sets, a random sample of the Crown of the Continent data was selected to  equal the statewide 
data set o f 284. This random sample came from  respondents who were intercepted on the Montana 
side of the region during the ir tr ip  and who stated tha t they were not residents of Montana. In this 
sense, the tw o data sets contain a similar type of respondent even though they were intercepted during 
d ifferent years and in d ifferent survey locations.
As seen in Table 5, the average score from  each of the dimensions from  the statewide respondents is 
lower than the respondents to  the Crown of the Continent. Interestingly, the order of means varied 
slightly between the tw o groups. The environmental dimension o f statewide respondents had the 
second highest mean, but cultural heritage had the second highest mean fo r the Crown of the Continent 
respondents. Overall, the entire average of all geotourism travel behavior scales was 4.4 fo r the 
statewide respondents, slightly lower than the 4.8 o f the Crown o f the Continent respondents. However, 
even a mean score of 4.4 indicates respondents have geotraveler tendencies. Figures 1 and 2 show the 
graphical representation o f the overall mean distribution of the geotourism score fo r statewide and 
Crown of the Continent respondents.
-
Table 5: Mean Scores Comparison: Statewide and Crown of the Continent Travelers
Aesthetic behavior 5.1 5.4
Environmental behavior 4.5 4.8
Culture heritage behavior 4.4 5.0
Well being of the local people behavior 3.8 4.1
Average o f a ll geotourIsm scales 4.4 4.8
Scale: 1  not a geo trave le r (not at all likely) and 6  perfect geo trave le r (very likely).
Statewide Geotourism Travel Behavior Score
60
40
U.
20
1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00
Mean 4.43 
Std. Dev. 0.593 
N=284
Scale from 1 to 6 with 1 representing a non-geotraveier 
score and 6 representing a perfect geotraveier score
Figure 1: Distribution of scores taken from the average of all geotourism scales
= =
= 
= 
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U.S. "Crown of the Continent" VIsltorTravel Behavior Score
40
30
10
n  [ n 
3.002.00 4.00 5.00 6.00
Mean 4.81 
std. Dev. 0.506 
N=284
Scaie from 1 to 6 with 1 representing a non-geotraveier 
score and 6 representing a perfect geotraveier score
Figure 2: Distribution of scores taken from the average of all geotourism scales
Travel Behavior Comparison
In order to  assess geotraveier tendencies of statewide vacationers In comparison to  Crown of the 
Continent travelers, mean scores and Independent t tests on each behavior variable were conducted 
(Tables 6 9). This comparison of statewide visitors to  Crown of the Continent visitors highlights any 
statistical differences between the ways In which the respondents from  the tw o samples answered the 
same geotourIsm travel behavior questions.
The results In Tables 6 9 Indicate statistically significant differences between the tw o respondent groups 
In 17 out of the 20 questions of the travel behavior scales. The three questions w ith no statistical 
difference Include: the likelihood o f visiting national parks during travel; the likelihood of staying at 
locally owned accommodations during travel; and the likelihood of staying at franchise accommodations 
during travel. Both groups, on average, are likely to  visit national parks, somewhat likely to  stay at 
locally owned accommodations and somewhat likely to  also stay at franchise hotels during travel.
Although there Is a statistical difference between the means of the m ajority of the questions asked on 
the travel behavior scale, the means fo r both groups were relatively high. In fact, the lowest mean 
recorded fo r statewide respondents was fo r the likelihood of visiting cultural events (3.6). Therefore, It 
can be said tha t although statewide vacation visitors are slightly less likely to  behave In a geotouristic
- =
 = 
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manner while traveling than Crown o f the Continent visitors, they still behave In such a manner as to 
encourage the state o f Montana to  consider the ir overall visitor a geotraveier.
Table 6: Independent t-Test: Cultural Heritage Dimension of Geotourism
Question
Historic Sites
Sample (N 284) Mean t
Crown of Continent
Statewide
5.28
4.74
6.562
Sig. (2 tailed)*
.000
Museums Crown of Continent 4.69 5.104Statewide 4.1f .000
Cultural Sites Crown of Continent 4.87 8.675Statewide 4.03 .000
Cultural Events Crown of Continent 4.53 9.010Statewide 3.60 .000
Crown of Continent 5.70 .833
National Parks Statewide 5.65
.405
(not
significant)
Scale: 1  not a geo trave ie r (not at all likely) and 6  perfect geo trave ie r (very likely). 
S ig n ifica n t at the .05 level
Table 7: Independent t-Test: Aesthetic Dimension of Geotourism
Specifically travel to an area for its scenic 
beauty
Crown of Continent 5.65 2.342 .020Statewide 5.51
Stop at scenic overlooks Crown of Continent 5.46 5.273 .000Statewide 5.06
Search for scenic driving routes Crown of Continent 5.38 4.626 .000Statewide 4.99
Plan vacation around the opportunity to 
enjoy scenic beauty
Crown of Continent 5.46 2.199 .028Statewide 5.31
Participate in outdoor recreation activities Crown of Continent 5.09 3.213 .001Statewide 4.73
Scale: 1  not a geo trave ie r (not at all likely) and 6  perfect geo trave ie r (very likely). 
S ig n ifica n t at the .05 level
Table 8: Independent t-Test: Well Being of Local People Dimension of Geotourism
Locally owned accommodations
Crown of Continent 4.10 .335 .738
(not
significant)
Statewide 4.13
Locally grown food Crown of Continent 4.44 1.959 .051
Statewide 4.24
Locally made arts and crafts Crown of Continent 4.72 4.887 .000Statewide 4.21
Franchise hotels 
*Recoded*
Crown of Continent 3.36 1.384 .167
(not
significant)
Statewide 3.20
Franchise restaurants 
*Recoded*
Crown of Continent 3.91 3.743 .000
Statewide 3.48
Scale: 1  not a geo trave ie r (not at all likely) and 6  perfect geo trave ie r (very likely).
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Table 9: Independent t Test: Environment Dimension of Geotourism
Recycle Crown of Continent 5.42 2.172 .030
Statewide 5.22
Choose form of transportation other than your 
personal automobile
Crown of Continent 3.51 3.911
.000Statewide 3.01
Conserve Water Crown of Continent 4.96 3.012 .003
Statewide 4.69
Conserve Energy Crown of Continent 5.13 3.4 .001
Statewide 4.86
Purchase environmentally friendly products Crown of Continent 4.81 2.937 .003
Statewide 4.55
Scale: 1  not a geo trave ie r (not at all likely) and 6  perfect geo trave ie r (very likely). 
S ig n ifica n t at the .05 level
SECTION 2: IMPORTANCE ATTRIBUTES FOR VACATIONERS
To understand the most im portant to  least Important geotouristic attributes to  Montana s nonresident 
vacation visitors, the average response to  each importance question was calculated and is then 
presented from  the a ttribute w ith the highest importance to  the attribute w ith least importance. The 
importance scores related to  specific attributes of geotourism are listed in Table 10.
As shown in Table 10, the most im portant attributes to  statewide respondents are clean waterways and 
clean air w ith mean scores o f 5.5, followed by w ild life  viewing opportunities, scenic vistas, and amount 
o f open space w ith  mean scores of 5.4. On the other end of the spectrum, the least im portant 
geotouristic attributes fo r respondents, w ith mean scores lower than 3.0, were public transportation, 
shopping malls, and box stores. Since shopping malls and box stores are non geotouristic attributes, 
and these visitors are geotravelers, it would be expected tha t they would have low scores on these tw o 
variables.
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Table 10: Mean importance scores related to geotouristic attributes
Clean waterways 5.5
Clean air 5.5
Wildlife viewing opportunities 5.4
Scenic vistas 5.4
Amount of open space 5.4
Opportunity to view the night sky 5.2
Access to public lands 5.2
Access to waterways 5.0
Pedestrian friendly atmosphere 4.9
Montana’s land ethic 4.7
Main streets that reflect the local culture and heritage of the destination 4.7
Paths for walking & biking 4.7
Eating at restaurants where locals eat 4.7
Historical attractions 4.6
Environmental practices of accommodations 4.6
Locally owned restaurants 4.5
Restaurants serving local products 4.3
Visitors education on preserving the local environment 4.3
Availability of MT made arts & crafts 4.2
Availability of other MT made products 4.2
Visitor education on preserving the local culture 4.2
Native American history 4.1
Availability of recycling bins 4.1
Historical tours 4.0
Local accommodations 4.0
Local shops/boutigues 3.9
Museums 3.8
Native American events 3.7
Franchise accommodations 3.6
Information regarding how businesses preserve and protect the local culture 3.6
Local guides 3.5
Cultural events 3.4
Festivals 3.4
Farmers markets 3.4
Opportunity to donate to MT environmental/conservation efforts 3.4
Art galleries 3.4
Franchise restaurants 3.4
Local breweries 3.4
Performing arts 3.1
Public transportation 2.9
Shopping malls 2.6
Box stores 2.4
Scale: 1 not at all Im portant to 6  very Im portant
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Segmenting the “Geotraveier”
After examining the most and least im portant attributes of geotourism to  all respondents o f the 
statewide geotourism study, the question now posed is: "Can statewide vacationers in Montana be 
segmented based upon the ir level of agreement w ith the principles of geotourism?  A series o f steps 
were taken to  address this question.
First, visitors were segmented into strong, moderate, and non geotraveier tendencies. This was 
achieved by taking the ir overall travel behavior score and splitting the sample by mean responses. 
Visitors w ith a 4.75 or higher mean on the behavior scores were labeled as strong geotravelers.  If 
the ir overall mean score ranged between 4.74 and 3.75, the visitors were placed in the moderate 
geotraveier  group. Visitor w ith a mean score less than 3.75 on the overall travel behavior score were 
considered non geotravelers.
These cutoff points fo r determining each group were used fo r multiple reasons. If a respondent scored 
4.75 or higher on average (checking im portant or extremely im portant on the scale), it is a strong 
indication tha t the visitor is very likely to  engage in geotouristic travel behavior or finds attributes of 
geotourism to  be im portant to  them. For the moderate group, an average visitor score between 4.74 
and 3.75 (checking the somewhat im portant indicator on the scale) signifies tha t they are somewhat 
likely to  engage in geotouristic travel behavior or tha t specific attributes of geotourism are at least 
somewhat im portant to  them. Finally, those scoring below a 3.75 average score said the attributes were 
unim portant to  them, putting them in the non geotraveier group.
As shown in Table 11, 34 percent o f the vacationers are strong geotravelers while 52 percent are 
moderate geotravelers. If this were projected to  the entire nonresident vacationer population, it is easy 
to  get a sense of the types of travelers in Montana. The breakdown of these three groups, according to  
the ir scores on the travel behavior scale can be seen in Table 11.
Table 11: Labeling the Geotraveier
Threshold of Travel Behavior Mean 
Scores
% of total
Strong geotraveier 4.75 or above
Moderate geotraveier 4.74 to  3.76
Non-geotraveler 3.75 or below
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Geotraveier Average Importance
W ith the statewide respondent sample now segmented Into three distinct groups related to  the ir 
average responses to  the travel behavior scale, a final comparison according to  the ir responses to  the 
forty item  geotourIsm importance scale was conducted. This fu rthe r breakdown Is meant to  determine 
if the previous segmentation o f the geotraveier  according to  the cutoff points set by this researcher 
indeed prove to  be an accurate representation o f the various respondent groups in the sample.
Table 12 Is organized from  the most to  least im portant geotouristic attribute according to  the strong 
geotraveier.  The average scores o f the other tw o groups are placed next to  this initial group In order to  
provide a frame of reference fo r understanding the results presented in the table.
As shown In Table 12, the average scores on all fo rty  items fo llow  a standard pattern according to  the 
group the score belongs to. The strong geotraveier has the highest average score fo r each geotouristic 
attribute, fo llowed by the moderate geotraveier and then the non geotraveler. These results indicate 
tha t the strong geotraveier Indeed places the most importance on these specific attributes while 
traveling in Montana, and the other tw o segmented groups fo llow  suit In order.
It is im portant to  note tha t four attributes were included in the Importance scale which are not 
considered to  be In line w ith  the core principles of geotourIsm. These attributes include: franchise 
accommodations, franchise restaurants, box stores and shopping malls. All three groups had an average 
Importance score o f less than three fo r the latter tw o  attributes. This shows tha t all three respondent 
groups, to  varying degrees, find box stores and shopping malls to  be unim portant to  them while 
traveling In Montana. Conversely, the average score fo r the moderate and non geotraveler groups on 
the form erly mentioned attributes provide a d ifferent story. Moderate geotravelers find franchise 
accommodations (mean o f 3.7) and franchise restaurants (mean o f 3.5) to  be, on average, possibly 
im portant to  them while In Montana. Non geotravelers placed even higher importance on franchise 
accommodations (4.1) and franchise restaurants (3.9), fu rther extending the pattern of difference 
between the three groups.
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Table 12: Segmented Geotraveier Importance Scores
Clean waterways 5.8 5.4 5.1
Clean air 5.7 5.4 5.0
Scenic vistas 5.7 5.4 4.7
Wildlife viewing opportunities 5.7 5.5 4.7
Amount of open space 5.7 5.4 4.7
Access to public lands 5.6 5.2 4.2
Opportunity to view the night sky 5.5 5.1 4.8
Access to waterways 5.4 5.0 4.1
Pedestrian friendly atmosphere 5.4 4.7 4.0
Paths for walking & biking 5.3 4.5 3.7
Montana’s land ethic 5.2 4.6 3.9
Main streets that reflect the local culture and heritage of the destination 5.1 4.6 4.0
Environmental practices of accommodations 5.1 4.5 3.7
Eating at restaurants where locals eat 5.1 4.6 3.8
Historical attractions 5.0 4.6 3.8
Locally owned restaurants 4.9 4.5 3.8
Visitors education on preserving the local environment 4.9 4.1 3.4
Restaurants serving local products 4.8 4.2 3.5
Visitor education on preserving the local culture 4.8 4.0 3.2
Availability of other MT made products 4.7 4.0 3.3
Availability of MT made arts & crafts 4.7 4.0 3.3
Availability of recycling bins 4.7 4.0 3.1
Native American history 4.7 4.0 3.4
Local accommodations 4.5 3.9 3.2
Historical tours 4.5 4.0 3.1
Native American events 4.4 3.5 3.1
Museums 4.3 3.7 3.3
Local shops/boutigues 4.2 3.9 3.3
Info regarding how businesses preserve & protect the local culture 4.2 3.5 2.7
Cultural events 4.0 3.2 2.8
Local breweries 4.0 3.2 2.6
Table 12 Continued: Strong Moderate Non
Geotouristic Attributes Geotraveier Geotraveier Geotraveier
Opportunity to donate to MT environmental/conservation efforts 3.9 3.2 2.6
Art galleries 3.9 3.2 2.7
Local guides 3.9 3.5 2.9
Farmers markets 3.9 3.2 2.8
Festivals 3.8 3.2 3.2
Public transportation 3.6 2.7 2.3
Performing arts 3.6 2.9 2.8
Franchise accommodations 3.2 3.7 4.1
Franchise restaurants 2.9 3.5 3.9
Box stores 2.3 2.5 2.5
Shopping malls 2.2 2.7 2.9
Scale: 1 not at all Im portant to 6  very Im portant
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Geotraveier Characteristics
Comparing strong, moderate, and non geotravelers by demographic and tr ip  characteristics provides 
some more Insight Into who these three groups represent. Tables 13, 14, and 15 display this Information 
In a side by side comparison of the three groups.
Although residency Information available In Table 13 does show slight differences In the distribution of 
respondents among the three groups, the overall trend shows tha t the most well represented states and 
Canadian provinces are evident In all three groups. W ith that being said, a closer look at the segmented 
demographic Information provides some Interesting differences between the groups.
The strong geotraveier tends to  be the youngest, most affluent, and most well educated of the three 
respondent groups. Forty two percent of strong geotravelers make over $100,000 per year w ith  11 
percent of those making over $200,000 per year. The strong geotraveier has the largest percentage of 
respondents w ith  degrees from  higher education. Including 15 percent o f the sample who have a Ph.D. 
or professional degree. The average age o f a strong geotraveier Is 52.5 years, which Is younger than 
both the moderate geotraveier (54.0 years old) and the non geotraveler (56.5 years old).
The moderate geotraveier Is also an educated and relatively affluent group. Thirty six percent of 
moderate geotravelers make over $100,000 per year. This group also has a high percentage of bachelor 
degrees (29%), masters degrees (18%), and professional or doctorate degrees (8%).
The demographic Information related to  the non geotraveler group provides a somewhat d ifferent view 
of the group. The non geotraveler Is the only group w ith over 20 percent o f respondents claiming an 
annual household Income o f less than $50,000 per year. In addition, the vast m ajority of non
geotravelers (82%) placed themselves In the firs t three Income brackets, while both the strong 
geotraveier and the moderate geotraveier groups had more dispersion among the upper Income 
brackets. In addition, the non geotraveler group had approximately tw ice the number of respondents 
whose highest completed level of education was high school than did the moderate geotraveier group. 
The non geotraveler group had three times the number of respondents In this education bracket than 
did the strong geotraveier group. W ith tha t being said, the percentage of non geotravelers w ith college 
degrees (bachelor degree or higher) Is quite similar to  the other groups, and In fact more non
geotravelers had doctorate or professional degrees (13%) than did moderate geotravelers (8%). 
However, the dispersion o f household Income and level o f education across the higher echelons of both 
categories was much more evident In the moderate and strong geotraveier groups, indicating, on 
average, a more educated and affluent respondent group.
Table 15 provides Information regarding the trip  characteristics of the three groups. The results show 
similarities In the groups but also differences as well. For example, the strong geotraveier had the 
smallest percentage of respondents who entered the state via automobile or truck (54%) and by RV or 
tra ile r (15%). However, the strong geotraveier had by far the highest percentage o f respondents who 
traveled to  Montana via airplane (19%), which fu rther Indicates the affluent nature of the group. Also,
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the moderate geotraveier group had the highest percentage of RV or tra ile r travelers (20%), while the 
non geotraveler group had the highest number o f visitors entering the state via motorcycle (13%).
The majority o f respondents from  all three groups traveled to  Montana either as a couple or w ith 
Immediate family. Slight differences between the groups occurred In the percentage of respondents 
who traveled w ith other travel parties differed. For example, outside o f the tw o most popular travel 
parties (couples and family), the strong geotraveier was more likely to  travel w ith fam ily and friends, the 
moderate geotraveier preferred to  travel w ith  friends, and the non geotraveler favored the extended 
fam ily as a travel party.
The average number of nights spent In Montana also differed between the groups. The strong 
geotraveier, on average, spent the most nights In the state (8.2 nights), fo llowed by the moderate 
geotraveier (6.4 nights), and the non geotraveler (5.9 nights).
Table 13: Segmented Residency Information
Visitor Residence Visitor Residence Visitor Residence
US US US
15% CA 12% WA 13% CA
9% WA 11% MN 10% CO,FL,ND
7% CO 8% CA 8% ID
5% FL 5% WI,ID,MI,TX 5% MN,TX,UT,WA
4% IN,UT,WI 4% UT 3% DE,IL,MI,OH,OR,TN, WY
3% IA,IL,OR,TX 3% NV,OH
2% ID,MA,MI,MN,NV,VA 2% AZ,CO,IL,OR,WY
1% AZ,GA,KS,KY,LA,ME,ND,NE, 
NM,NY,OH,OK,PA,RI,TN,AL
1% KY,MA,MD,MO,ND,NJ,TN,VA, 
FL,IA,LA,MS,NC,NM,NY,OK,SC
Canada Canada Canada
3% Alberta 6% Alberta 5% Alberta, British Columbia
1% Newfoundland, Quebec 1% British Columbia, Manitoba, 
Ontario, Saskatchewan
Overseas Overseas Overseas
1% Holland, Ireland, Italy, Spain 1% Belgium, Germany, 
New Zealand,
3% Mexico
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Table 14: Segmented Demographic Information
Household Income
<$50,000 15% 15% 21%
$50K $75K 19% 31% 32%
$75K $100K 25% 19% 29%
$100K $150K 24% 21% 11%
$150K $200K 7% 7% 5%
>$200,000 11% 8% 3%
Level of Education
Some high school 2% 1% 0%
High school/GED 7% 14% 23%
Some college 23% 23% 20 %
Associates Degree 8% 7% 10%
Bachelors Degree 26% 29% 20%
Masters Degree 18% 18% 15%
Ph.D. or Professional 15% 8% 13%
1 Average Age 52.5 54.0 56.5
1 Gender of Respondent
Male 50% 52% 57%
Female 50% 48% 43%
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Table 15: Respondent Trip characteristics
Purposes of Trip
Vacation 100% 100% 100%
Visit friends & family 30% 20% 28%
Just passing through 15% 16% 33%
Shopping 12% 9% 10%
Business 5% 5% 0%
Other 3% 0% 3%
Main Purpose of Trip
Vacation 74% 80% 68%
Visit friends & family 16% 8% 23%
Just passing through 7% 8% 10%
Shopping 0% <1% 0%
Business 2% 2% 0%
Other 1% <1% 0%
Travei Party
Self 7% 9% 10%
Couple 59% 51% 55%
Immediate family 20% 27% 25%
Extended family 4% 5% 8%
Family & friends 7% 2% 3%
Friends 1% 5% 0%
Organized group or club 0% <1% 0%
Business associates 1% 0% 0%
How did you enter MT?
Auto/Truck 54% 62% 69%
RV/Trailer 15% 20% 15%
Air 19% 10% 3%
Motorcycle 9% 9% 13%
Train 1% 0% 0%
Other 2% 0% 0%
Have you ever visited MT?
Yes 65% 78% 77%
No 35% 22% 23%
1 Average travei group size 2.8 2.7 2.6 1
1 Average nights in MT 8.2 6.4 5.9
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Geotraveier Expenditures
The nonresident Intercept survey completed by prospective respondents contained a section related to 
travel expenses. In this section, respondents were asked to  describe how much they spent w ith in the 
state o f Montana during the previous tw enty four hour period. These expenditures were placed Into 
specific spending categories. Table 16 breaks down statewide respondents  dally expenditures 
according to  one of the three respondent groups created In the previous section. These expenditures 
are also compared to  the expenditure data from  the overall vacationer sample (n 284) In order to 
create a frame of reference fo r the data.
Results In Table 16 show tha t the strong geotraveier spent the most money per day ($141.79) while 
traveling In Montana, fo llowed by the moderate geotraveier ($134.10) and the non geotraveler 
($109.15). Both the strong and moderate geotraveier groups outspent the average of the statewide 
vacationer sample ($133.27) while the non-geotravelers spent approximately tw enty-four dollars less 
per day than all statewide vacationers In this sample. This sample suggests tha t visitors who agreed 
w ith the principles of geotourIsm spend more money per day while traveling In Montana than non
geotravelers.
Table 16: Geotraveier expenditures
Strong Moderate Non All sampled
Geotraveier Geotraveier Geotraveler Vacationers
(n=100) (n 168) (n=42) (n=284)
Gas $40.42 $43.53 $37.18 $41.56
Restaurant $32.69 $27.61 $14.74 $27.50
Retail $19.52 $15.43 $16.06 $16.92
Campgrounds, RV parks $12.79 $18.21 $19.47 $16.54
Grocery, snacks $13.44 $11.12 $10.32 $11.80
Hotel, motel, B&B, $10.97 $6.95 $6.48 $8.26
Auto rental, repair $5.62 $3.63 $0.00 $3.79
Licenses, entry fees, 
admissions
$2.42 $1.03 $1.76 $1.61
Service $0.89 $1.01 $0.24 $0.85
Transportation fees $0.88 $0.52 $0.00 $0.67
Outfitter, guide $1.05 $3.20 $0.00 $2.01
Rental cabin, condo $0.80 $1.86 $2.18 $1.55
Gambling $0.30 $0.00 $0.72 $0.21
Total $141.79 $134.10 $109.15 $133.27
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SUM M ARY AND DISCUSSION
Results show there are geotravelers statewide, not just In areas which are considered a geotourlst  
destination. In fact, the overall statewide vacation visitor who participated In this study Indicated that 
they are likely to  behave In a geotouristic manner while traveling and tha t specific attributes of 
geotourIsm are Important to  them while traveling In Montana. On the travel behavior section o f the 
GeotourIsm Survey Instrument (GSI), the average score fo r the 284 respondents sampled was 4.4 on a 
six point scale w ith  6 representing perfect agreement w ith  travel behavior related to  geotourIsm and 1 
representing travel behavior contradictory to  geotourIsm.
• Of the four dimensions of geotourIsm used In the travel behavior scale (Boley, 2009), the 
aesthetic dimension was the most embraced dimension by statewide visitors, w ith  a mean score 
o f 5.1. This demonstrates tha t when these respondents travel, they are looking fo r a travel 
experience w ith outstanding scenery and nature based activities. These qualities happen to  be 
the cornerstone of Montana s appeal as a travel destination.
•  Although statewide visitors scored highly on the dimensions o f geotourIsm as they relate to 
general travel behavior, the respondents In the Crown of the Continent data set consistently 
scored higher on each dimension, w ith  an overall average of 4.8. As these respondents were 
Intercepted at locations known to  be frequented by geotravelers,  It Is not surprising tha t these 
visitors scored higher on the scale than did statewide visitors who were Intercepted at neutral 
locations Including gas stations, rest areas, and airports. W hat Is notable Is tha t these statewide 
visitors, on average, scored highly enough on the travel behavior scale to  be considered 
geotravelers, despite being Intercepted In these neutral locations.
•  In stating what Is most Important to  them, statewide respondents were loud and clear about 
what makes Montana unique as a travel destination: clean water and air, w ide open spaces, 
abundant wildlife, the opportun ity to  view the night sky, easy access to  public lands and 
waterways and the unspoiled nature of each of these attributes. In order to  maintain this 
destination Image In the mind of visitors, the state of Montana must continue to  protect Its 
natural resources. These resources. In turn, bring In more dollars to  the state when preserved, 
since geotravelers tend to  spend more money while visiting Montana than non geotravelers. As 
soon as visitors become aware of serious degradation to  the travel attributes which make 
Montana unique, the state w ill begin to  lose Its competitive advantage as a destination, thus 
losing a substantial amount o f money fo r the local economy.
•  The statewide vacation visitors In this study did In fact vary In the ir level of agreement w ith the 
principles o f geotourIsm. The segmentation of these visitors Into three distinct groups (the 
strong geotraveier, the moderate geotraveier, and the non geotraveler) showed variation In 
the ir responses to  what Is Important and the ir expenditure patterns. As expected, respondents 
described as strong geotravelers  held a higher level Importance regarding all attributes of
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geotourism than did moderate geotravelers, who held a higher level of Importance than did the 
non geotraveler. Strong geotravelers represent 34 percent of vacationers.
When examining demographic information specific to  each of the three segmented groups, both 
similarities and differences arose. Overall, the strong geotraveler was the youngest, most 
educated, and most affluent o f the three groups. However, both the moderate geotraveler and 
the non geotraveler still can be described as relatively affluent and educated.
In terms of tr ip  characteristics fo r the three groups, some differences were apparent. One o f the 
most Interesting differences between the groups occurred in the firs t tim e visitor category. The 
strong geotraveler had the highest percentage of firs t tim e visitors to  the state (35%). This 
result Indicates tha t travelers who are In high agreement w ith the principles of geotourIsm are 
actively seeking out Montana as a new destination which provides a travel experience In 
accordance w ith  these principles. Although the strong geotraveler had the lowest percentage of 
repeat travelers of any of the groups, 65 percent of the respondents were still repeat visitors to  
Montana, compared w ith the even higher return rates of the moderate geotraveler group (78%) 
and the non geotraveler group (77%). These types of return rates reinforce the loyalty of 
Montana s nonresident vacationers. Lastly, the average number o f nights spent In Montana also 
differed between the groups. The strong geotraveler, on average, spent the most nights In the 
state (8.2 nights), followed by the moderate geotraveler (6.4 nights), and the non geotraveler 
(5.9 nights).
Daily expenditures fo r the three distinct groups differed. Strong geotravelers spent an average 
of almost eight dollars more per day while traveling than did the moderate geotraveler and 
almost th irty-th ree dollars more per day than the non-geotraveler. This variation shows that 
visitors who tru ly  embrace the principles of geotourIsm while traveling spend more money In an 
average day than either o f the other groups. In this sense, businesses need to  continue to  
market to  geotravelers as they can provide a substantial amount o f income fo r Montana s 
tourism Industry.
The finding tha t strong geotravelers spent more money than even moderate geotravelers, bodes 
well fo r the tw o geotourIsm mapguide areas o f the Crown of the Continent and the Greater 
Yellowstone area. Since Crown o f the Continent visitors scored higher in the geotourism 
behavior scale than the statewide visitors. It appears tha t visitors to  the northwest area of 
Montana would spend more than visitors to  other areas of the state. While a study has not 
been conducted specifically In the Yellowstone area. It Is likely tha t they, too, would be higher 
average daily spenders.
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Future Research
While we could assume tha t residents of the state would have similar responses to  the importance 
attributes as nonresident visitors, fu ture  research should ask residents the same questions and compare 
the mean responses from  each group. If residents and visitors value the same things, the quality of life 
fo r Montana residents may be enhanced, and certainly not diminished.
It is also suggested tha t additional research should be conducted to  look at the business owner 
perspective on geotourism attributes. If business owners are on the same page  in terms o f what is 
im portant to  visitors, it w ill be easier fo r them to  support statewide efforts of natural resource 
protection. If the land is accessible and the waters and airways are clean, then visitors w ill come to  
Montana, spend money, and in turn, keep the entrepreneurial spirit alive in Montana. Montana s land 
ethic of preservation and access not only helps the business owner, it helps all residents of the state.
In addition, now tha t this study shows tha t attributes of geotourism are im portant to  vacation visitors, it 
is recommended tha t a study regarding how well visitors perceive tha t the state of Montana performs in 
providing these attributes should be undertaken. This research would provide a report card of 
Montana s geotourism performance to  all stakeholders in Montana s tourism industry. This valuable 
feedback can help to  ensure that Montana s tourism industry is managing its destinations properly.
It is also recommended tha t the geotraveler questions used in this study be implemented into the full 
nonresident data collection conducted by The Institute fo r Tourism and Recreation Research at The 
University o f Montana. As a result, a much larger sample size can be obtained which provides even 
greater statistical power to  the results and recommendations o f the study.
Finally, it is recommended to  repeat this study in a few  years after the geotourism type promotional 
efforts by the Montana Office of Tourism have been in place. It would be expected tha t additional 
strong geotravelers  w ill come to  Montana in the future, but research is needed to  verify or discount 
tha t assumption.
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When you travel, how likely are you to visit the foilowing? (Please "X" the box that best represents your answer)
Not At All 
Likely Unlikely
Somewhat
Unlikely
Somewhat
Likely Likely Very likely
1 2 3 4 5 6
Historic sites □ □ □ □ □ □
Museums □ □ □ □ □ □
Cultural sites □ □ □ □ □ □
Cultural events □ □ □ □ □ □
National parks □ □ □ □ □ □
When you travei, how iikeiy are you to . . .  (Please "X" the box that best represents your answer)
Not At All Somewhat Somewhat
Likely Unlikely Unlikely Likely Likely Very likely
1 2 3 4 5 6
Specifically travel to an area for its scenic 
beauty □ □ □ □ □ □
Stop at scenic overlooks □ □ □ □ □ □
Search for scenic driving routes □ □ □ □ □ □
Plan your vacation around the opportunity to 
enjoy scenic beauty □ □ □ □ □ □
Participate in outdoor recreation activities 
(hiking, rafting, fishing, etc...) □ □ □ □ □ □
When you travel, how likely are you to seek out . . .  (Please "X" the box that best represents your answer)
Locally owned accomnnodations 
Locally grown food 
Locally made arts and crafts 
Franchise hotels 
Franchise restaurants
Recycle
Choose a form of transportation other than 
your personal automobile
Conserve water
Conserve energy
Purchase environmentally friendly products
Not At All 
Likely Unlikely
Somewhat
Unlikely
Somewhat
Likely Likely Very likely
1 2 3 4 5 6□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
i regularly. . .  (Please "X" the box that best represents your answer)
Not At All
Likely Unlikely
Somewhat
Unlikely
Somewhat
Likely Likely Very likely
1 2 3 4 5 6
□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
Montana Traveler Survey
Have you ever visited Montana before? Yes No
How many totai nights is your group staying in Montana on this trip?
When traveiing in Montana, how important are the foiiowing attributes? (Please "X" one box per question)
Museums 
Festivals 
Farmers markets 
Cultural events 
Performing arts
Availability of recycling bins 
Clean air 
Clean waterways 
Opportunity to view the night sky 
Public transportation
Not At All 
Important 
1
Unimportant
2
Somewhat
Unimportant
3
Somewhat
Important
4
Important
5
Extremely
Important
6□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
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When traveling in Montana, how important are the following attributes? (Please "X" one box per question)
Locally owned restaurants 
Local accommodations (B&B, non-chain 
hotels, cabins, etc)
Franchise restaurants
Franchise accommodations
Restaurants serving local products
Montana's land ethic
Environmental practices of accommodations 
Visitor education on preserving the local 
environment
Opportunity to donate to MT 
environmental/conservation efforts 
Information regarding how businesses 
preserve and protect the local culture
Art galleries 
Native American history 
Native American events 
Historical attractions 
Historical tours
Shopping malls 
Box stores
Local shops/boutlques 
Local breweries 
Local guides
Paths for walking & biking 
Pedestrian friendly atmosphere 
Access to public lands 
Access to waterways 
Scenic vistas 
Amount of open space
Visitor education on preserving the local 
culture
Eating at restaurants where locals eat
Availability of MT made arts & crafts
Availability of other MT made products 
Main streets that reflect the local culture and 
heritage of the destination
Wildlife viewing opportunities 
In what US state, Canadian province or foreign country do you permanently reside?
Not A t All 
Important 
1
Unimportant
2
Somewhat
Unimportant
3
Somewhat
Important
4
Important
5
Extremely
Important
6□□ □□ □□ □□ □□ □□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□
□□□□□□
□□□□□□
□□□□□□
□□□□□□
□□□□□□
□□□□□□
□ □ □ □ □ □
□□□□
□□□□
□□□□
□□□□
□□□□
□□□□
□ □ □ □ □ □
What is your zip/postal code?
What is your age?
What is your sex? | | Male | ^Female
What is your highest completed level of education?
I I Some high school Some college
I I High school diploma or I lAssoc/afes degree 
 the equivalent (GED) 
What best describes your annual household income in US dollars? (Please X  only one box)
I I Less than $50,000 $75,000 to less than $100,000 Q  ^^00,000
I I $50,000 to less than $75,000 $100,000 to less than $150,000 $200,000 or greater
I B̂achelors Degree 
I I Masters Degree
I I Doctorate or 
 Professional Degree
For official use onlv
Site Date ID
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Appendix B: Survey locations and num ber of surveys coiiected
Glendive 24 8.5%
West Yellowstone 24 8.5%
West Glacier 22 7.7%
Shelby 21 7.4%
St. Mary 19 6.7%
Miles City 17 6.0%
Missoula Airport 16 5.6%
Dillon 11 3.9%
Whiteflsh 11 3.9%
Four Corners (Bozeman) 10 3.5%
Gardiner 9 3.2%
East Missoula 8 2.8%
Big Sky 8 2.8%
Cut Bank 7 2.5%
Livingston 7 2.5%
Bozeman 6 2.1%
St. Regls/Superlor 5 1.8%
Red Lodge 5 1.8%
Kallspell Airport 5 1.8%
Big Timber 5 1.8%
Columbus 4 1.4%
Havre 3 1.1%
Kallspell 3 1.1%
Columbia Falls 3 1.1%
Plains 3 1.1%
Billings 3 1.1%
Rocker 3 1.1%
Big Fork 3 1.1%
Poison 3 1.1%
“Y” Junction (1 90 & Hwy 93) 2 0.7%
Crow Agency 2 0.7%
Port of Roosvllle 2 0.7%
Billings Airport 2 0.7%
Unknown Location 1 0.4%
Hungry Horse 1 0.4%
Lolo 1 0.4%
Hamilton 1 0.4%
Wolf Point 1 0.4%
Belgrade 1 0.4%
Bozeman Airport 1 0.4%
Helena 1 0.4%
Total 284 100%
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